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The men whose names are recorded here 
would not have us remember them merely as 
names on a memorial tablet. Rather must we 
think of them as men who, knowing full well the 
joys and vigour of youth yet did not hesitate 
to do their duty. 
"They went with songs to the battle, they were 
young, 
Straight of limb, true of eye, steady and aglow; 
They were staunch to the end against odds 
uncounted, 
They fell with their faces to the foe." 
What they have won is our heritage. Let us 
keep their memory warm in our hearts and strive 
to be worthy of the sacrifice they have made. 
~oll nf ~llltOUt 
The following is a Tentative List of names of students reported 
killed or died while serving with the Forces. 
( Incomplete) 
AUSTIN, James KENTISH, Leonard Noel 
AVERY, George Douglas LANHAM, Percival John 
BASS, Noel Gordon LAWS, William 
BENNY, J. E. LEAHY, William Joseph 
BERGLI N, Robert McARTHUR, Methlan Lees 
BIESKE, Ronald Hereward MacFARLANE, Murdo Donald Davidson 
BOLGER, Thomas John McGILL, John Alexander Douglas 
BOYS, Kelvin Reginald MclNTYRE, Ian 
CARTER, Frank William McNAB, Alexander Charles 
CLARKE, John Charles McNAMARA, Michael Frederick John 
COLLINS, Noel Henry Carden McNEIL, Lex 
CONELL, James MACTAGGART, John 
CRIBB, Peter MILLET, M. S. 
CROZIER, Edward Rutherford MINCHIN-SMITH, Geoffrey George 
DEVENISH, Kevin Hugh MORETON, Kenneth 
DIMMOCK, Frank MORRIS, John Kilpatrick 
DIMMOCK, H. NEWMAN, Bernard Benjamin 
DINNING, John Hector NEWMAN, John Robert 
DODDS, William PACE, Harold Graham 
DONOGHUE, John PARKER, Chester James 
DOUGLAS, Henry Beirne PASCOE, Vyvyan Roessler 
DOYLE, Neville PICOT, James 
DUNN, Ian Clarke POOLE, Bruce Lionel 
EVANS, Rhys James POWELL, Mervyn E. 
FOGGON, Alexander David Stewart RANDALL, Norman Peter 
FRASER, Robert Eric RICHARDS, John David 
GARDE, Douglas Graham RUNDLE, Charles 
GARRICK, Cedric Colin RUSSELL, John 
GEISSMANN, Bernard Malcolm RYDER, John Stuart 
GILLMAN, Mervyn Durham SLATER, Allen Wallace 
GLOVER, A. C. S. ST. GEORGE, H. S. 
GREDDEN, Desmond Noel STEVENSON, James Cecil 
GRIGG, Russell H. STOCKWELL, Ian 
HALL, William, Beswick STUMM, Harley Charles 
HAMILTON, Malcolm Wallace THOMAS, Thomas Norton 
HARPHAM, Neville Leonard THURLOW, Robert 
HART, M. D. B. TIBBITS, Eric Ronald 
HENDERSON, Robert Fordell WALKER, Rolfe Davenport 
HOFFMAN, Adolf WALLACE-BARNETT, John Sydney 
HOLLINGWORTH, Alexander WATSON, R. 
HOOPER, Benjamin WILKINSON, George 
KEEHN, M. N. WILSON, Alfred G. 
KELLY, Charles Dermot 
If you know of any name that has been omitted from, or of any inaccuracy in, 
this list, you would oblige greatly if you could supply this information to the 
Hon. Secretary, War Memorial Committee, University. The list is necessarily 
incomplete, and we apologise for all omissions. 
Professor J. L. Michie 
A Personal Appreciation 
Multis ille bonis flebilis occidit 
I shall always feel it a privilege to have studied under 
Professor Michie. Those students who have undertaken an 
honours course in Classics in Queensland during the last quarter 
of a century have been few when compared with the numbers 
attending the University but they were assured an intimacy 
of contact with their professor which has no parallel in any 
other department. The constant, in fact daily, communion with 
so cultured a mind could not but leave a lasting impression on 
the earnest student. The honours course, so admirably it js 
planned, remains as a monument to the vision of a true 
humanist. It involves a study of every important aspect of 
Graeco-Roman civilisation - its literature, its philosophy, its 
political, constitutional, military and economic history and its 
art. It serves to foster one's love of beauty, it disciplines the 
mind, it develops a capacity to perceive subtleties of thought and 
it presents a vivid picture of the problems and ideas of a thou­
sand of the most glorious years of man's development. The 
student who devoted himself to so elevating a subject found in 
Professor Michie a patient guide who constantly spurred him 
towards greater heights and at the same time set for him a 
standard just beyond his reach. I looked upon him as far more 
than one who delivered lectures to me and examined my papers 
-he was a friend. He aroused in me not only a profound 
respect but also a sincere and deep, a really inexpressible, 
personal affection. 
Oh for the touch of a vanished hand 
And the sound of a voice t.hat is still. 
L. ALLEN, B.A. 
Editor's Note.-John Lundie Michie was born at Craithie, Aberdeenshire, on June 
4th, 1882. As First Bursar, he proceeded to Aberdeen University in 1900 to study
Classics; then followed postgraduate study at Cambridge University, where he gained
distinction in both sporting and academic spheres. He won his Athletic Blue for 
putting the weight and was awarded the Ferguson Classical Scholarship, this being
the highest honour available to a Scottish student of Classics. On December lOth,
1910, he was appointed Professor of Classics in the newly founded University of Queensland, and he arrived in Brisbane on February 16th, 1911. It largely fell to his 
lot, as Chairman, to guide the Faculty of Arts through its formative period. His 
work as organizer of the Classics department was done skilfully and has stood the 
t est of time. Professor Michie was Chairman of the Faculty of Arts, 1910-22 · Dean 
of the Faculty of Arts, 1928-32, 1939-46 ; President of the Board of Faculties, 1917-22· 
member of the Senate, 1916-22; 1926-32. H e died at Hamilton, Brisbane, on June 
23rd, 1946. 
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Editorial 
This editorial is not intended to be a sermon, and the object 
will not be to discover a magical and all-inclusive formula for the 
betterment of the post-war world. There can be no doubt that we 
have arrived at a crossroads in time, and that the war just past 
has been, in its world-wide national, economic and social implica­
tions, the most tremendous in the history of the world. There­
fore, I shrink from any discussion of the post-war period; in this 
short article I intend to say a few words about our own 
University. 
The most notable fact about the year 1946 is that over one 
thousand servicemen and women are enrolled at the University. 
We owe a great debt to these people who have returned, and as 
we think of them we remember with reverence those who left 
the University to serve in the Forces and who fell in action. 
It seems that the University of to-day is not the same as the 
original "Universitas," characterised by a oneness of the student 
body. Knowledge tends to be specialised and particularised, 
especially in the technical subjects, and our University would 
appear to be a heterogeneous collection of buildings and faculties. 
Too often a University course involves nothing more than the 
passive assimilation of facts and theories, no place being reserved 
for the critical assessment of the subject, or even for the sorting 
out of the facts from the theories. What does it matter if we 
may one day walk out of the examination room for the last time­
with a sigh of relief and a degree? It is not that anyone is at 
fault. Our age demands a high degree of technical efficiency and 
therefore the University has been equipped to supply this need. 
But it surely is true that our system is impersonal all the way 
through. 
The efficiency of our mass production technique as used in 
first year lectures is such as to merit the envy of Mr. Ford himself. 
Hundreds of students pass through these lecture courses each 
year unknown to the lecturers and, for the most part, to each 
other. It could not be otherwise. Any who have had the privil­
ege of a more individual tuition under a great man are very 
fortunate, as for example Honours students in Classics (see the 
tribute to the late Professor Michie in this issue). 
However, there has been a great deal of extra-curricular 
activity during the year. For this much of the credit is due to 
servicemen, who have done more than their share to stimulate 
fresh interest in the many student activities. For example, there 
has been any amount of zeal about matters political; it may be 
one day that the University of Queensland will influence current 
political thought in the same way as students in the European 
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Universities do ! Many student organisations have a place in 
University life and all have had an appreciative, if not a vast, 
following. Not a few sporting teams have visited other Univer­
sities during the short vacations and the members have been, as 
it were, messengers of goodwill to students in other States. 
Therefore, there is no reason to be ashamed of our University, nor 
is it necessary to blazon the outworn words "student apathy" in 
our headlines or on our notice-boards. It is well to remember that 
most people consider it their primary responsibility to succeed 
in their chosen field of study. 
The very fact that it has been possible to publish 
"Galmahra" is an indication that there are some who are capable 
of contributing something worthwhile to such a publication. 
To be ideal, this magazine should be representative of student 
sentiment but, quite frankly, it is not wholly representative nor 
is it of a high standard. That does not rob "Galmahra" of its 




The city was shrinking from the solemn winter dusk, and 
on the harbour the slow mists and long, trembling lights looked 
infinitely sad and cold. Ruth and I walked along one of those 
dim streets that lie a little away from Circular Quay and which, 
though only a step from the busiest thoroughfares, are miracu­
lously old and empty. The street was long, with tall dark build­
ings at one end that degenerated into crowded, terraced houses 
climbing the slight slope to the harbour, houses that were no 
less dark and gloomy for being smaller. The intricate, austere 
lacework of the bridge towered on the far left, gloomy and 
unlit because it was wartime, and full of obscure rumblings 
as the electric trains sped over it. Desolate masts of ships 
pricked the pale sky above unseen wharves. As if from a long 
way off the prolonged ground-bass of the city underscored the 
melancholy of the street. 
We walked quickly and talked quietly. It was not a street 
to pause in, or to talk gaily in. It would have resented laughter, 
and one was afraid to be noisy lest the sound should wake 
something ugly and fetch it stirring out of the thick shadows. 
Nonsense, you say? I should like to have heard you say it in 
that street. Ruth clung to me until I could feel the warmth of 
her through my overcoat, and when I looked down I could see 
her soft, pure unremarkable profile-prettier than her full face 
-the uncertainty of a fear she could give no reason for. It 
was discouraging. I have no liking for the role of protector. 
In the silent yet murmurous threatenings of that street I felt 
the need of a protector for myself. We were walking along­
side a bare allotment from which a building had been burned 
or pulled down-it was hard to say which from the wretched 
stumps of stone just visible in the bleak twilight. On the other 
side of the street the old houses, separated from each other 
only by the thickness of a wall, all exactly alike, all with the 
footpath for threshold, all equally dingy and dark, offered no 
hint of human company. At the end of the allotment there 
was a long flight of stone steps descending towards the city, 
with a yellow street-lamp at its head. There were three men 
standing in the light of the lamp. 
What made me feel that I should be wary of the three 
men it is difficult to say, unless it was merely that it seemed 
nobody innnocent would loiter in that street. They had their 
heads together over something and when they broke apart I 
cannot remember exactly how they acted; I only know that 
they moved like men who instinctively do not want to be seen, 
whose natural habitat is a hiding-place, the shadow of a wall, 
a black doorway. "A trio of thugs," I said to myself, and Ruth 
felt it too. I could tell by the way she crushed closer to me. 
I still don't know whether it was courage or stupidity that made 
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me continue walking onward at unchanged pace, or perhaps 
sheer inability to think of any other course. Perhaps the three 
possibilities have essentially the same significance. In a moment 
we were up with them, and as we passed I turned my head in 
their direction with as bland and incurious and fearless a look 
as I could manage. Two of them had their backs to us, leaning 
against the railing at the head of the stairway and looking 
towards the depths of the city. 'I'!ie third faced us; I thought 
his stare was like an unuttered snarl. They were small, wiry 
Asiatics, obviously off some merchantman. They were dressed 
in trousers and seamen's sweaters. The sweater worn by one 
of the two with their backs to us had worked upwards, and 
resting on his buttock we saw exposed the broad leather scab­
bard of a knife. What became of my bland fearless look I don't 
know; I suppose it must have been replaced by something rather 
less dignified. I thought Ruth would break my arm at the 
moment. But like the two well-attuned souls we were, we 
reacted similarly and instantly-with a single accord we doubled 
our pace and fairly flew by. I looked up at the dark, silent 
row of houses to see if any help might be expected there. But 
they could have been untenanted for years for all the sign of 
life they showed. Yet worse than that, straining my eyes I could 
see one or two round, white faces on the balconies, staring 
silently down on us out of the darkness like faint moons. The 
thought came over me that those malevolent, featureless faces 
up there might see a passer-by stabbed to death and not utter 
a cry. "They're in with each other," I said to myself, and the 
thought shook me. 
We moved on at speed; but no menacing feet sounded be­
hind, and a glance over my shoulder showed that the seamen 
were hidden from view of us by the corner of a building that 
abutted on the head of the stairway. My heart left off leaping 
like a live fish held in the two hands. But only for a moment. 
Fifty yards ahead of us three figures were capering about the 
gloomy pavement in what looked like a desultory sort of brawl. 
Yet this violent activity was going on in absolute silence. 
Shouts and curses could not have been half as hair-raising as 
that inhuman and complete lack of sound. The unnatural quiet 
gave to the disorder a character of terrifying intensity, as if 
the combatants were so unswervingly preoccupied with the 
determination to destroy one another that they had no energy 
left even for a cry. Then suddenly the figures separated them­
selves, and I could make out the forms of a woman and two 
men. Next moment before my horrified eyes the woman had 
her back against the wall and one of the men stood before her 
with his hands, it seemed, at her throat. "My God, I'm looking 
at a murder," I thought, and my stomach turned faint. And 
still there was nothing but this malignant, incredible silence. My 
ears ached for the earthy, reassuring sounds of a street-fight 
that would bring this mad-house scene back to common levels. 
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But the noiseless tableau continued like a sequence from a 
silent film transplanted by a horrifying magic from the flat 
screen to the three-dimensional street. Yet what was most 
intimidating was that they seemed utterly careless of our 
approach. They seemed to regard the street as safe-frightening 
thought! This was something impossible to turn my back on, 
even if I wanted to meet the three knife-bearers again; so I 
walked steadily towards the group, half distrustful of my eyes, 
in hope that the would-be murderer might take fright at the 
approach of witnesses. But it was discouragingly clear that he 
cared nothing for us. T1he possibility rose strongly before me 
that I might share the fate of the woman. How I cursed the 
moment I set foot in that hideous street! We were nearly up 
with them now. Ten yards-five yards-at each beat my heart 
turned itself inside-out like the finger of a glove. Then sud­
denly I was near enough to see them clearly. They were 
children of about fifteen-two boys and a girl. They had been 
tussling with one another for possession of something, and now 
one of the boys was marking the girl's height against the wall 
with a piece of chalk. He had one hand on her hair, and with 
the other was chalking the wall. They looked at us with frank 
curiosity as we passed. They were very quiet. Blessed infants! 
The naive harmlessness of the scene was beautiful to senses as 
badly mauled as were mine at that moment. 
Ruth and I walked on another hundred yards without a 
word. Then we stopped together as if the impulse had come 
into our two heads at the same time. 
"Ruth," I said, "those men were seamen. Tlhe other day a 
seaman was arrested for carrying a knife. The magistrate let 
him off. He said seamen could be expected to carry knives. It's 
one of the tools of their trade." 
We burst out laughing together. Out of the darkness our 
laughter came back to us enriched with echoes until I could 
have sworn the street itself laughed in reply. 
R. T. MATHEWS. 
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Poplar -Canberra 
Its branches thrust away from earth, 
Interrogate the sky; leafless, rib-like. 
They are wet, bark immaculate with ooze, 
Each riptip with its minute plume 
Of cascading water, a whole world. 
The thin dark wretched panicles 
Wander in the wind, and return, 
And wander again, and nothing is ever still 
Within them, or outside of them. 
Yet those limp fierce fingers remain pointing, 
In the ridiculous spell of negative geotropism, 
T·o the wet sky. 
Here is the sun, and all along one side 
The tree lights like a filament, 
Anastomosing, writing, livid script. 
-L.J.W. 
Est Triste 
He is lying there with all the glory sucked out of him, 
A brittle plaything of the waves that slash the dim 
Wet barnacled passageways of thought, 
Eroding the moment that to-day has bought, 
Flinging swill into the opened mouth of pleasure, 
Setting stones in memory's pools askew, and mocking measure, 
Till the compass and the star are drowned, 
And time and purpose are unwound. 
-L.J.W. 
Lethargy 
Now and forever I would slumber thus­
No change in all eternity, held far apart 
From all the ceaseless doing of the world, 
Alone; 
No mind, no soul; but a faint consciousness 
That life has still its hold 
Over the vastness of this body­
So old, it seems it was forever 
And will stay-dipped deep 
In cushioned idleness and far away 





For three whole days the sun had sifted a warmth over the 
little town. Mud-furrowed roads dried into miniature moun­
tains and valleys; the grass lost its thick-sodden unhappiness 
and gave off a hot-earth-honey scent that the children loved. 
Everything lazy and golden and still. Where the laurel-belt 
flung huge swabs of purple shadow on the lawn, they lay and 
talked and shrieked with heathen laughter, planning the vaca­
tion out into days like so many slices of fantastic cake. 
Eight short brown legs waved slowly in the blue air, as 
they lay face-downward on the grass close-clipped like a China­
man's head. Little breezes crept up, shy visitors from the sea, 
and tumbled the dark leaves and silver of the poplars into a 
crazy shadow-dance across the yellow-green strip of garden. 
"We shall ignore them entirely,' said Brian, sucking luxuri­
antly at a long sweet grass stalk. 
"Who ?" Gwen was only seven and still young enough to 
want to know everything. 
Brian smiled a senior superior smile. 
"Our parents, of course. We'll regard this place merely 
as a depot from which to make our excursions. They'll be glad 
anyway. Parents are always glad to have the house to them­
selves. I wonder if they ever think how glad we'd be if we 
were allowed do as we liked ?" 
"This'll be a test then.' Richard spoke half-muffled into the 
ground. "I love tests. I love tests. I love-" 
"Shut up!" exclaimed Brian. Then paused, and added 
slowly for effect and with special emphasis as he had heard 
Them say it:­
"My God ! You are a fool ! " 
'!'here was a sudden horrified silence. 
'You swore," uttered Gwen braver than the rest. 
"No he didn't. He blasphemed!" shouted Lance. 
"Swore!" 
"Blasphemed ! " 
"Swore !" 
"If," remarked Brian, nsmg with cold politeness, "you in­
tend to continue this foolish argument, you may go for your own 
excursions. As it is, I don't much care for the company of a 
crowd of kids. Now-" 
He paused to watch a silent but vicious scuffle between 
Lance and Richard. Lance with his face banged down into the 
grass was struggling furiously to escape Richard's skinny and 
determined fingers. One mad lurch and his grass-stained crim­
son face flashed up. 
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"Blasphemed!" he yelled hoarsely. 
Brian threw himself upon the pair and sat. 
"Now will you be quiet! All right, I swore. All right, I 
blasphemed. Are you satisfied ?" Gently and reflectively he 
knocked their hard brown heads together. Silence fell, during 
which the anguished pair gave small wriggles, struggling to free 
their cramped arms and snubbed noses. Watching their 
rumpled heads, Brian felt deliciously amused as if someone had 
told him a joke no one else knew, a secret with all the mystery 
of only Two sharing. He laughed and laughed. 
"I have no spur to prick the sides of my intent!" The 
words spluttered out between giggles. While he spoke he deftly 
dug an index finger into a vital portion of Lance's ribs. Lance 
squirmed in a most satisfactory way. 
"If I let you up, will you be good ?" 
"Yyh." 
"Treat me with proper respect ?"-here he laughed again, 
crinkling a freckled nose. 
"Yyh." 
"Right." With a spring he was off and up, arms loosely by 
his sides, standing there, this thin face broken into a grin. 
"Beast!" muttered Lance under his breath. 
If Brian heard, he heeded not. The world was too beautiful, 
everything a musical phrase with all the mellow tonings of early 
autumn in the afternoon sky. From the next-door garden the 
harsh rhythm of a lawn-mower rose above the voices of the 
adults on the porch. There was mother, cool in a dull-green 
frock, her slim hands moving over a piece of knitting; his 
father crumpled like a worn-out ledger-leaf into the red-striped 
deck-chair they had used for playing boats. Brian watched 
smoke drift lazily from behind his book, sensed the acrid per­
fume of tobacco, and felt instinctively in his trouser pocket for 
the presence of a stolen cigarette. His first experiment had ueen 
with tightly-rolled paper, then a bit of dry wood. Till now-! 
His thoughts tailed into a very little stream which flickered 
like a silver snake over the last weeks. Rain. And more rain. 
There had been soft grey flecks of it, and then, shining pellets 
of hail; winds ripping branches, and lacing the sky with leaves 
and papers. No outings, but detention almost, in the house. 
Although Brian did not think in exactly those terms, reality had 
come to a sinister stand-still. Individuals brought together for 
an indefinite time, they had paused to take stock of one another, 
analyse the strange relationship of parent to child, the petty 
exactions of authority, the futile efforts of evasion. Life which 
had seemed a carelessly ordered game of untidy attitudes to 
people and things, developed into strategies and manoeuvres of 
watching, to draw conclusion on your opponent, much as you 
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would draw a bow. Pretence of being nice, the carefully built­
up wall of equanimity, must-preserve-temper-before-the-children 
attitude, crumbled down. The parents acted with the crossness 
and irrationality of spoilt children-and the children, for a brief 
though unconsious week, became adults-or almost. Brian at 
least grew up. 
It had all happened on the fourth day of the floods. Waking, 
he had shoved his active toes further down into the warm 
hairiness of the blankets, and as he stretched his arms in a yawn, 
was astonished at the superior boredom with which he viewed 
the prospect of the day. He was heartily fed up with the bick­
ering, the arguing, and the rain-damp air of the house. On 
Tuesday he had pleaded to be allowed to walk outside in his 
shining new raincoat. 
"My God! his father had said. "You are a fool! Do you 
want to get pneumonia!" 
When he went to breakfast on that fatal day, he seated 
himself beside Gwen, knowing that millennium had come. What 
was it he wanted to say? Words were so elusive, feathers 
scattered in a wind of incident, so easily lost. But the thought 
once conceived, struggled and struggled for expression. At last 
he realised that his parents were no more grown up than he; 
that they wept and laughed over larger foolishnesses, fought for 
more elaborate visions and poorly-realised ideals-but their aims 
no more achieved fruition than did his own. He waited till 
there was a lull in the talking, and Gwen's noisy chewing had 
subsidised while she drank her milk. 
"Adults are only children," he announced, carefully scoop­
ing up a spoonful of egg, and salting it. 
His father lowered the paper and stared. Brian felt terribly 
self-conscious; a bright pink flooded his face. 
"Genius in embryo! Hmph ! And what, my dear Brian, do 
you think about children ?" 
Lance and Richard started to giggle, horribly choking with 
toast and tea, but Gwen fastened the eyes of disciple and acolyte 
upon him. 
"I think they are just as sensible in their views as adults. 
I mean-I-well-" Brian looked desperately from his father to 
the raised eyebrows of his mother. "What I mean is-as far as 
children are concerned, parents should be seen and not heard!" 
Gwen looked up now and again from her knitting to the 
bright splash of garden. Through a lattice of rose-trees she saw 
Brian's scarlet head flashing backwards and forwards like a 
hungry robin, and uttered inward thanks that the rain had 
ceased. How shrewd that youngster is, she thought. Robin. 
Robin. There is a similarity. She remembered vividly that 
dreadful breakfast-time, how succinctly Brian had expressed 
thoughts fermenting in her own mind but which she had re-
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pressed with the stubborn inconsistency of the adult. She had 
awakened, too, hearing Eric whistling the Habanera from 
Carmen on the side-verandah. 
"If he whistles that damned thing again today," she had 
thought, "I'll scream, I know." 
Slowly had the realisation come to her through the days of 
wind and rain that the persons constituting her home, were per­
sonalities opening out from a chrysalis of conventional behaviour 
into strange and individual butterflies-not all beautiful. Eric 
was a cynic. She had never realised that before; and an abso­
lute child where food was concerned. Or wouldn't it be better 
to be a child ?-They seemed so unconsious of material prob­
lems, untried, by the many exasperating exigencies of an adult 
life. After two days pent up like young nestlings, nerves were 
completely frayed, though why the children should complain 
so, thought Gwen, is more than I can understand. Lance had 
displayed the temper of a tiger; Richard revealed malicious ten­
dencies undreamed of; while small Gwen made known her pre­
cocious curiosity in everything, peppering meal-times with 
"hows" and "whys" until Eric pitchforked them into silence by 
an astonishing flow of bad language. 
After Brian's daring observations at breakfast that morning, 
Eric had prepared himself to attack any irritation with direct 
force. Gwen had switched on the wireless while her husband 
slid breakfast dishes into the greasy water and wiped them over 
with a scrap of rag. 
"What's the devil's that ?" he demanded, soap raised in 
hand, as trite words of a ballad pierced into the kitchen. 
Gwen had not been able to resist a smile. 
"That September in the rain-dear !" she called back from 
where she was bent over the tone-control. 
Eric came waltzing into the drawing-room, lacy masses of 
froth up his arms. 
"Turn-that-thing-off, can't you!" he snarled, pausing 
between each word. Gwen snapped the switch down. It was 
like lightning across a sky-the silence which followed-or the 
first wave of an incoming tide which slams its way into a cave­
it was that utter sounding of soundlessness. 
Yes, the children lived completely apart. Two little worlds, 
each an entity, and as far as mental recreation went, totally 
independent. 
Knitting slack across her lap caught a shaft of light which 
slid between the verandah-posts like a bright knife. As it 
touched the top of Eric's book he moved irritably t'.J avoid it. 
Thoughts moved on like "pageantry of an autumnal mist" mused 
Gwen, "or something like that." A sense of humour is what we 
need. It's what Eric needs. Children laugh more easily than 
adults-in spontaneous gusts, wind over a sea of mishap. When 
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the older ones laugh, it is the wicked amusement of the cynic, 
mirthful because they are afraid to expose themselves; afraid of 
the clear eyes of the children and their inexorable sense of 
justice, as hard and unwavering as a night of frost. Not that 
there is deliberate cruelty in their attitude, nor affectation of 
malice. They pick truth like a bright flower and give its petals 
to the most deserving. During that week of world-exile, they 
had examined their parents, hewed through the artifice of bar­
riers and looked into the souls of adults. Can we blame them 
for hating us, Gwen asked herself. Perhaps they had not seen, 
but such seemed unlikely. Brian had been bent on analysis, 
the unmasking of the people who set themselves up as minor 
interpreters of the laws. And seeing them thus, he would have 
broken their tablets of command and trampled upon the shards. 
Grow old along with me, Grow old along with me, etcetera, 
etcetera, what utter rubbish, thought Gwen. Condemn me 
rather to the shallow hillslopes of the young. She looked up, 
and across to the sea, indulging in an adult ecstasy of self­
disapprobation and an appreciation of youth. Suddenly she 
heard Eric whistle the opening bars of the Habanera-lips pur­
sed, eyes closed and book slipped into an untidy jumble on the 
floor. The tune infuriated her. She rose and walked across to 
the stone railing, deliberately closing her ears to the notes. 
Across the road a butterfly's wing of sea shone between two 
ragged gums which framed a motionless fishing-smack. The 
picture was complete. Past rolled into present, and for one 
merciful moment a tiny fragment of the future slipped back 
to "now." A smile like an errant fairy ran into her eyes-and 
there stood Brian on the lawn in front of her. 
The ragged crazy-stone pavement sneaking round the house 
like a tired thief, was checkered with great red leaves from the 
creeper. Brian stood behind the path, two brown feet on the 
lawn, young head flung back, and the verandah shadow a deeper 
blue across his shirt. 
"I've just thought," he stated smiling seriously, "that per­
haps after all, we, the kids I mean, won't run any excursions."· 
"No?" His mother smiled back at him-and waited. Brian 
realised the question in her eyes, but he felt so suddenly drunk 
with the beauty of the dead summer, that the words he meant 
to use, tossed their heads, laughed and defied him. 
"I-I can't explain. You see, I just want to look-and-and 
feel. Don't you know ? It's a middle stage. I can't enjoy Red 
Indians with the kids-because we seem to be breaking into the 
beauty, like tossing a stone into pool. Oh it's so hard ! But I 
hate to be grown up. I know you don't enjoy mists and gulls 
over the cliffs or long grass in the morning. But I do." 
When he had said this his voice faltered, his eyes groping 
to know his heart. Far down the garden rose a sharp chorus. 
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"'Gwennie's a baby, Gwennie's a baby, Gwennie's a-' 
But it was so dim, a page away, and he the first word on 
the new one. 
His blue eyes found his mother's. 
"Why do people have to grow old and forget everything ?" 
he asked, longing for her to answer. "Aren't we born knowing 
€verything? I don't want to grow up and forget the truth." 
The chorus still floated faintly to him-"Gwennie's a baby." 
"Why must I grow old and lose it all ?"-he pleaded. 
Gwen looked at him with a sudden jealousy, a depth of 
envy and sorrow, but only smiled softly, steadily. 







Not always do our searching minds learn most, nor find the 
greatest satisfaction in grasping the essential elements of broad 
fields of study,-traversing swifting and briefly whole aspects of 
the ever-growing history of Man, which centuries of toil have 
slowly wrought with pain and care, enthusiasm and tribulation. 
For here, lest our search be never done, we must, with due 
regard and proper proportion, make the necessity for details 
subserve our wider purpose. 
But the mind, though capable of great breadth of vision 
and understanding, delights also in analysis in detail; even some­
times, we may suspect, in details for their own sake. For here, 
the hauntings of failure, the inability to grasp or realise, or 
even touch upon so many things through lack of time and power, 
are resolved, and the mind finds satisfaction more easily in a 
sense of completion. 
II. 
The night is chill; the forest bare; 
Is it the wind that moaneth bleak? 
There is not wind enough to twirl 
The one red leaf, the last of its clan, 
That dances as often as dance it can,* 
Hanging so light, and hanging so high, 
On the topmost twig that looks up at the sky. 
- Coleridge. 
Day after day, day after day, 
We stuck, nor breath nor motion; 
As idle as a painted ship. 
Upon a painted ocean. 
-Coleridge. 
It is interesting and instructive to compare the closing 
images in each of these two quotations. 
The second amazes by its proximity to perfection. Nothing 
could possibly be more idle or more bereft of motion than the 
immovable creation of the artist's mind; the ship that will, 
however long it lasts, never move one inch upon its painted 
ocean, nor rise or fall upon a gentle swell. But in this simile 
is it not also the notion of fixity which alone prevails ? No vivid 
picture is brought before the mind of the ship itself, nor yet the 
ocean. "Painted,"-the very word, twice used, leaves little room 
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for any other thought. "Painted,"-motionless and fixed, these 
are the notions it conveys. This ship, this ocean, while yet they 
remain, will never move either in relation to the other. Could 
any simile come closer to perfection ? 
The first image, however, presents a most distinct and vivid 
picture which the painter could never portray. The stillness is 
here more delicat~, with the suspense of breath indrawn and 
held in silent foreboding (not the hot gasping for breath of 
becalmed tropical mariners). The night is chill; and its stillness 
shown,-almost in contrast, by the very lack of movement even 
of the slightest kind. For to this end we have ·an image, rich in 
its pictorial qualities, in which we see the tree and note each 
bough, and every twig, all bare save one; and on this twig is 
one red leaf, the last there is, which dances with delight to 
every breeze that blows. Tonight, this leaf is still ! Surely, in 
this atmosphere, we are beyond the artist's power who uses 
brush and palette only. This stillness is beyond the genius of 
still representation-this stillness suggested by movement which 
is absent. Need more be said ? 
As always. the poetic art mingles the implied and the 
explicit in that native and seemingly magical manner of which 
it is master. 
-C. J. NOMMENSEN. 
• Although in his. Preface to "Christabel" Coleridge states that the first part
of the poem was written. at Stowey in 1797, we find in the portion of Dorothy
Wordsworth's Journal written at Alfoxden in 1798, while Coleridge was living at 
Nether-Stowey, these words: "March 7th.-William and I drank tea at Coleridge's
A cloudy sky [vide "Christabel," line 16). Observed nothing particularly interest: 
ing-the distant prospect obscured. One only leaf upon the top of a tree-the 
sole remaining leaf-danced round and round like a rag blown by the wind." 
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To Church 
Bells are somewhere clinking, 
The Sunday worshipper 
Toddles on drowsy feet 
To renovate his diaper. 
Past the quivering gardens, 
While little birds call sweetly, 
Down the quiet footpaths, 
He hums a hymn discreetly. 
Past last night's dumpers, horse manure, 
And past the glinting spit 
Littering the roadside, 
This man transcendeth it. 
Three kittyhawks drum over, 
Splendid with promise of war, 
He smiles-0 trust and obey! 
-Suffering opens pardon's door ! 
Phosphorus and high explosives, 
Ghastly bombs for other people; 
Brotherhood of man: 
Who lies? Where points the steeple? 
Fungus grows on the bread, 
Ten million spores acclaim 
The wise, economical Creator 
Who dwells above the shame. 
Murdered beetle, bird, or 
The lofty strangled tree 
Never had souls to know 
How generous He could really be. 
Child, with pretty limbs 
Like pipes by drunken plumber 
Twisted, forgot to kiss 
His fingers ere her life grew number. 
-Fingers dusty with golden 
Detritus of planets, 
Viruses; no wonder 
Evening is red and weeping wet. 
Bells have suddenly stopped, now, 
The One-day worshipper 
Enters a commodious place 
And bends to change his diaper. 
Two soles are all we see of him. 
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L.J.W. 
Highbrow, Lowbrow -Or Middle Way? 
Let the High Priest of the Cult of the Highbrows speak­
or has the last word been written on this subject of highbrow 
versus lowbrow ? There are reasons why the controversy should 
rage as furiously as it did when the Great Priest dealt what his 
devout folowers believed was the death-blow to the lowbrows­
and the middlebrows. 
Aldous Huxley is the High Priest of the Highbrows and on 
a famous occasion he decided that the time was ripe for a ponti­
fical pronouncement. Said he to the lowbrows: "You are living 
in a world where events are isolated and unconnected. We, 
the highbrows, on the other hand, live in a world where know­
ledge has joined the isolated happenings of existence into a com­
prehensible whole. We, the literary salt of the earth, use the 
faculties which distinguish us from the animals, while you, the 
lowbrows, prefer to use those which are shared with the lower 
animals." 
To support his charges against the lowbrows, Huxley 
claimed that a Dostoievsky novel is intrinsically richer and more 
emotional than the "thriller" which is enjoyed by most of those 
having affinity with the animals. So to, in music, Huxley pro­
nounced that what we call popular is crude and even vulgar, 
while the "best" music has emotionalism which is transformed 
and refined. Qualitative superiority is Huxley's strong point. 
He says, "the effort to comprehend qualitatively superior work 
leads to an enrichment, a filling out of experience. 
The lowbrows (in England at any rate) could not let this 
challenge pass unanswered. So they called in THEIR High 
Priest-Gilbert Frankau. Frankau, on behalf of the lowbrows, 
told Huxley that the life of the highbrow is emptier than that 
of the lowbrow; that the lowbrow spends his time indulging in 
a multiplicity of pastimes while the highbrow is pouring over 
a book. Frankau evidently is rather sorry for the highbrows 
who, he says, "miss such a lot of fun." 
But he does not leave it at that. He said to Huxley, "No 
art is true unless it explains its meaning simply and clearly to 
the ordinary people." 
What do you think ? Is it not, perhaps, all a matter of 
relativity ? And what of the middle way. Aldous Huxley tells 
us that highbrows are people apart, superior in intellect, with 
deeper and finer emotions-once they are aroused. One might 
ask, is it the emotion that counts-or the means employed to 
tickle the emotions. 
The highbrow must surely yearn for the literary and 
musical flesh-pots of Egypt at some time or another, and equally,. 
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·do you not think that the lowbrow is moved by concourse of 
sweet sound-sometimes ? 
A famous teacher of mathematics was also the author of 
some very delightful humour-humour of the "common herd" 
variety. A famous pianist spends much of his time reading 
detective stories. Verlain was reputedly a very abandoned man 
-but he wrote "divine" poetry, and read a lot of unadulterated 
filth. 
The middle way seems to me the best way, the fullest way. 
Life and love and laughter, the full expression of the fullest 
way. Life and love and laughter, the full expression of the 
emotions are not the preserves of the highbrow alone, nor are 
they denied the lowbrow. 
The highbrow misses much in his water-tight compartment 
of superiority. The lowbrow misses much if he knows not the 
joys which great music and great literature offer him-if only 
in small doses. 
But the middlebrow has a wider choice. He can become 
absorbed in a good detective yarn; he can equally enjoy a night 
with some worthwhile author. He can enjoy the music of the 
rhumba-in its place, and the music of Beethoven-in ITS place. 
Had Aldous Huxley been born the son of Irving Berlin he 
might have developed into a super-swingster. Had Gilbert 
Frankau been born the son of Thomas Carlyle he might have 
developed into a Huxlian highbrow. Was it Tolstoy who said 
that the true artist was one who could make others feel as he 
felt? 
The battle between the highbrows and lowbrows still rages 
furiously, but does it get anybody anywhere ? Does not the 
middlebrow come off best in the ultimate? He who has an 
international outlook on art, literature and music surely lives the 
fuller and richer life-and is that not supposed to be the be-all 
and end-all of life and living·? Huxley has something to learn 
from Frankau, and Frankau from Huxley, while the middle­
brow is in the happy position of being able to learn from both. 




We are not the dead. 
We are the machines that fought, come back. 
In our strange mode of kill and play, 
Drink or curse, we had no thoughts. 
Our minds, steel-turreted, 
Moved thro' yesterday's ideals 
To rubbled houses that we lived in. 
We saw a glow ahead called peace, 
To-morrow. 
Bombers make towns glow. 
Now we see the flames of peace, and smoke 
Is angry round our heads. Naked, we flinch. 
The armour of our unfeeling 
Fell from us with the silen t shrouding of the guns. 
Our step is changing to a pavement patter, 
And there's a shrill complaint in cities. 
To-day's ideals are auctioned in the streets. 
Can your hear me, 
The men with white swords shining on your mounds ? 
Can you hear our grumbling voices ? 
Give us now an anthem, strong as you, 
Till heads look up, wondering, 
And our hands gleam in the dawn. 
K. H. BRADSHAW 
Remembering 
Wide-eyed brown boy, 
Standing by a coconut in clean sand, 
Twisting in your hands 
Some white-gold frangipanni. 
There's blue behind the palms 
And warm waves by the prahu. 
Brown boy, do you know 
That once I made a wreath 
Of frangipanni, twined it in her hair, 
Disturbing its black secrecy, 
And saw her deep eyes cloud ? 
K. H. BRADSHAW 
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Pilgrim Pie 
Now we have come 
Grey-stained with dust 
To the autumn-land at the end of all these years, 
Star-high trust 
Of those rose-red days, dissolves in old men's tears. 
Spires-shivered-splintered. 
See, for the old ones 
Tambourine of lover mute and wine-glass spilt. 
Just death for these cold ones, 
Eyes a-trickle-reaper, hand to hilt. 
Here by the dark stream 
(Like leaves wind-shed) 
Let age crouch. fingers trailing in the tide, 
All young desires dead. 
And only the stream's slow chuckle at their side. 
PUCK 
Fantasia 
See that old oak tree over there­
Gua:rdian of the setting sun 
Etched deep against the fading light. 
It stands forlorn, stripped 
Of its foliage, autumnal nakedness 
Bare as my soul, sad and weary 
Sad and weary in its loneliness. 
Does it remember long ago 
(Or was it yesterday, time is so short) 
When my love and I stood here­
Remembrance grows as daylight fades. 
Now it is here alone; where is my love? 
I clutch the air in frenzied whimsy, 
Closing my eyes to hide the bareness there, 
And feel your warmness in my arms. 
I touch your hair, finger tips 
Steal softly to your face, 
Our lips are met, the fire is in our souls. 
A voice breaks through the spell-
My eyes are open now 
And there is no one but an aged grotesque tree. 
P. S. ZAVATTARO 
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The Soldier 
He was not very tall, not very broad, and his shoulders 
had a slight tendency to roundness; but you liked his slim, boyish 
strength, the sincerity in his cool eyes, and the sharp clean lines 
of nose and chin. You liked, too, his quaint chuckle that never 
quite developed into a hearty laugh. When he was amused 
his eyes and mouth relaxed, crinkled, and joined that chuckle 
-but when he was hurt, as too often happened, his lips became 
a thin line, and if you had been the cause of the coldness which 
clouded his eyes, you felt a guilt, which seemed out of pro­
portion to your offence. 
Your first knowledge of him was on the tennis court. 
Remember? He never made a very good player, but even 
while laughing at his efforts you could not but help admiring 
the exaggerated determination and purpose with which he threw 
himself at the ball. You admired, too, the earnestness with 
which he applied himself to military training-an earnestness 
which raised him above the level of the men he was associated 
with, and which found him at the beginning of war with the 
three stripes he afterwards carried overseas on his sleeve. 
When you saw him again, he still had that boyish giggle, 
but like himself, it was surer of itself, somehow deeper and 
richer. Here was no pallor, no suggestion of a stoop-no mere 
wiry strength. One look at the tanned face showed that the 
eyes were as clear as ever, the jaw as firm, and that the same 
quizzical sweetness of expression played around his mouth. 
But a second, more searching, look disclosed a momentary hard­
ening of that expression-a glimpse of tightened lips, narrowed 
eyes, and a very faint bitterness. But the bitterness wasn't 
ugly-it was overridden by a determination even more pur­
poseful than his pre-war lunges at a tennis ball. 
The ills of mind and body that assail a soldier in his jour­
neying over desert, sea, and mountain, and yet the excitement 
of strange places and faces; the resentment aroused by mis­
guided bullying authority, and yet the respect for courage and 
ability and the comradeship of men; all these things had helped 
to broaden, harden-and soften-the boy into a man. Here was 
a man determined as ever to fight and to fight hard-but the 
old unquestioning enthusiasm for army life was gone. Before, 
its discipline and training had provided a welcome outlet for 
that energy and interest induced by the very monotony of his 
civilian occupation, but now he carried only a grim determina­
tion to give of his best, in the hope that by so doing he-and 
hundreds like him-might soon be free of regimentation for­
ever-free to talk, think and act as individuals. 
P. MORRIS. 
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"After The Dawning" 
The storm is over. Terminal squalls too will spend their 
force. A fearful night this, for the harassed travellers, tossed in 
the maelstrom of ungoverned elements; now motionless, appalled 
by fierce blinding light, then groping hopelessly forward in inky 
blackness; ever ringed by the desolation of uprooted giants of the 
forest once so imposingly substantial. Yet always through the 
tumult there were fleeting visions of a guiding hope, sometimes 
gaudily, unrealistically enticing, sometimes skeletal, half-present, 
or again raiding serenely and nobly aloft, divinely inspiring. 
Still the blackness reigns, but is shot through by gleams of 
coming day. In the early morning all is misty and uncertain. 
Dangerous aftermaths of the storm beset the path-treacherous 
ground, swollen rivers latent with power, and torn branches, 
resenting incautious violence. 
In the bright light of morning there will be confused activity 
in the land of living, much bustling, uncertainty, and scrambling 
hither and thither. Rearrangement, rebuilding and reclamation 
is not a smooth process. In the scrambling multitude courtesy 
will be uncommon, and survivors will haggle over our remnants 
of spoil. But activity will be there, and progress, construction 
and growth. 
With the midday sun there will come an energy-sapping 
heat, a steamy lassitude, before which attractive hopes and ideals 
will wilt and tarnish. Here indeed,, is the time for redoubled 
effort, for renewed enthusiasm. "Onward!" must be the cry, 
"Let not visions born of strife yellow in a dusty pigeon-hole or 
degenerate under mediocre redrafting." 
The afternoon will see, with renewed activity, a consum­
mation of planning and reaping of the harvest from fields care­
fully sown and well tended. 
And so on to the beauteous evening, calm, peaceful and 
serene, not the end of one hectic day, but a time of rest and 
preparation for days of ever-increasing achievement and happi­
ness to come. 
Truly a vision splendid, but one that will materialise into 
glorious reality, given nobility of planning, and the skill of the 
steadfast artisan. 
J. A. FERGUSON 
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Letters 
Andy pressed forward expectantly through tne crowd of 
airmen, and took the letters which the postal sergeant handed 
out to him. Mail days were few and far between in this isolated 
outpost, and Andy's eyes glistened as he took his small bundle. 
Nine all told-he counted them eagerly-and all but one in the 
handwriting he knew so we.ll 
He moved back to a table at the rear of the small bush­
timber mess hut, grinning elatedly at the good-humoured taunts 
not unmixed with envy hurled at his "scoop" by some of his less 
fortunate confreres. The guard-duty roster showed that he had 
an hour to spare before he climbed the hill to his beat, and even 
if he didn't finish, he thought, he could use some of King 
George's time to do so. Nobody would know the difference­
and anyway Tom, the corporal "on" with him would have his 
own pile to finish. 
Number 47 was the first of the sequence-Nina always put 
serial numbers on her letters just below the flap so that they 
could check up if any went astray. Andy opened it, read the 
last paragraph first-the gilt had not yet worn off his marital 
gingerbread-and then started browsing through the rest at 
leisure. His sister-in-law was walking out with an army cor­
poral from a nearby camp; Jean, their nine-months-old offspring, 
now had her fifth tooth, and had not woken her mother up once 
at untimely hours during the process. "Wonderful child," re­
flected Andy. "Much better effort than Tom's youngster could 
turn on." They had had a storm the other night, and the 
cracked tile had ueen giving trouble again-staining the bath­
room ceiling. What luck all the drips fell into the bath! 
Then he read:­
" .... Andy darling, I know you will tell me that I should 
stay at home and mind Jean, and I know I should not ask for 
enjoyment when it is denied to you. I know that is the way you 
want it. But I sometimes feel so terribly alone. I do wish you'd 
see that if I did go out with anybody else while you were away, 
it would only be because I wanted to get away from this stuffy, 
leaky little bungalow for a time. All the time, my dear, I would 
be wishing I were out with you. 
"Darling, I have a confession to make. Last night, brother 
Jack arrived down from Townsville and talked me into going 
to the Troe with him. I wouldn't have gone with anyone else 
with you away. Mother minded Jean. And all the time I wished 
you were there instead of Jack. Dearest, I hope you will forgive 
me." 
Andy put the letter down with very mixed feelings. He had 
told Nina he did not want her to go out-especially dancing­
while he was away. God, it was hard enough for a man to give 
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up his wife for two years without feeling that she was playing 
up in his absence. And now she had disobeyed him. Still, it 
had only been Brother Jack, and she had told him about it quite 
frankly. But she should have asked him beforehand. Andy had 
always believed in the manly virtue of being master ]n his home, 
and up to date, Nina had always been a good wife. But 
now .... 
While he pondered the problem, he picked out the odd letter 
and, not knowing the hand, opened it curiously. It had no 
address in the letterhead, and was signed simply: "A friend." 
It read:­
"Mr. Thomason-We know you pretty well, and we feel 
sorry to tell .you this. But it is only fair that, as you are safe­
guarding our interests on the war-front, we by the same token 
should safeguard your interests on the home-front. 
"Last night, we saw your wife go out with another man­
an A.I.F. private. They did not come home till after midnight. 
And it was not until after breakfast next morning that we saw 
him leave the house." 
Andy's eyes blazed. Then suddenly a look of firm resolve 
came into them. He would teach that crowd of foul-minded 
gossip mongers a lesson. God, if he hurried he could just get 
another letter away with the boat. It sailed in half-an-hour, 
so he would have no time to waste. 
. . . . 
Nina opened the last of her husband's letters. "Evidently," 
she said to Jack, "He hasn't received my confession as yet. This 
is the last of this batch. Ah, yes he has. Listen to this: 
" . . . some lying hound has been spreading untrue gossip 
about us, Nina. I got an anonymous letter telling me you had 
been out with an A.I.F. private. Whoever wrote it evidenty did 
not have the courage to sign his name to it. I'd like to wring 
his neck, and will if I can ever locate him. Thank God you told 
me about Jack. Darling, I realise now how wrong I've been. 
It was not that I did not trust you-but that is all over. I do 
trust you, my dear. Go out as often as you please, and tell me 
about it only when you think it of interest. Provided Jean is 
looked after-and I know you will see to that-I know I can 
feel quite happy about things." 
Nina put down the letter and smiled at Jack. 
"It worked, thank the Lord," she said simply. 
"Yes," replied brother Jack. "Lucky thing he has never 




This is the road they built 
After they had fought for the peninsula. 
Here men stalked in jungle 
With death in their hands. 
The lumbering bull-dozers pushed back the jungle. 
They made this road of blood and white coral. 
They've gone now, except those who died, 
And the jungle is taking back their road. 
The green steals jealously across it 
And the road is lost. 
There were war-roads in our minds, too, 
And we marched on them, our sweat and blood 
Mingling as we made them smooth. 
Then peace came. 
Now the jungle is creeping back, 
The paths we shared are choked, 
We who are living 
Already have the fungus on our skulls. 
K. H. BRADSHAW 
Night Rider 
Ride the wild night in wattle scrub 
And scare the earnest 'possum. 
Beat to the moon a four-footed thrum 
On a chestnut mare with stare-white eyes 
l\.nd heap its gold on the pommel. 
Leap to the log and sway by the gum­
Gather the wattle brushing your face, 
Then sleep by the river, lad, 
With the wattle in your hair. 
K. H. BRADSHAW 
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Sonnet 
0 come, love, let me take your hand in mine, 
And let us dance through Life on joyous feet, 
Plucking its brilliant flowers in their bloom 
And scattering their petals while they're sweet. 
0 let me set the bright stars in your hair 
Whose dusky beauty frames them as the night, 
And snatch the moon from where she hangs in space 
And weave for you a cloak of glowing light. 
0 let me catch the music of the sea, 
And set to it your voice and make a c:ong­
And harness the swift wind to your command 
To bear your rainbow chariot along. 
These gifts I bring, yours till Eternity­
0 come, love, I take my hand and dance with me. 
MARIE HORN 
Phoenix 
The curtain falls from full two thousand years, 
And pale wraiths of the past come in full throng 
Recalled by poetry and age-old song 
And pulsing still with all Life's joys and tears, 
And some amongst them tower to the skies, 
Whose splendour bridges centuries afar-
As bridges space the brilliance of a star-
And knows not Time, nor Change, nor dies. 
Then see our world so riddled with decay­
Long dead that quick celestial fire-
And I am surging with a fierce desire 
To see this ruin kindled with a new-born ray 
To glories past; yet, do I dream in vain ? 




After a few short summers of casual speculation, a realisa­
tion is dawning that social advancement is being frustrated by 
contradiction of truth, by perversion of truth and by deliberate 
disregard for truth. The first causes no misconceptions. Every­
one recognises the existence of wilful lies and premeditated de­
ception. The worldlywise burgher avoids it, the clergy rail 
against it, and the law tries to prevent it. The second and third 
are more subtle and more insidious because they are perpetrated 
not by one man against another, but by the intellect against 
itself. "It is not the lye that passeth through the mind, but the lye 
that sinketh in and settleth in it, that doth the hurt." How fre­
quently are they seen in life: the dependence on astrology, the 
evident joy in - heavily counterweighted chance, the belief in 
superstition, the unnecessary reliance on empiricism. These prac­
tices are unsound because they are not based on reality, whatever 
momentary satisfaction they give. Practising them leads auto­
matically to subconscious belief in them, and belief to a general 
lowering of the standard of thought. In the instances cited 
above, where they affect only courses of action, they arise from 
ignorance of a more logical method of behaviour, and are con­
solidated by habit. In the realm of thought this defaulting from 
the approved standard of veracity can have more serious conse·­
quences, because it is based on argued conviction, and in the 
extreme case, gives rise to dogmatic assertiveness. 
Things material seem to be resolved most effectively by 
adopting the scientific attitude. The scientist observes as many 
facts or occurrences as possible, analysing and correlating them, 
then propounds a theory to fit the phenomena observed, but 
should convincing contradictory evidence be forthcoming, the 
theory is abandoned. No speculation is or should be beyond 
question in the light of advancing knowledge. Even the inspired 
guess of genius is founded on a deep and true perception of 
reality. In applied thought, conceptions of the scheme of things 
can be trued up on the grindstone of fact, but the deductions 
of pure thought depend for their correction on a sense of the 
right or wrong, which deforms plastically in accordance with 
the environment. Some say that the slow progress resulting 
from this factual method should be speeded up by the proposi­
tion of sprightly theories. While such mental gymnastics may 
have their advantages, their true status as completely unproved, 
must be remembered always. However, changeless adherence to 
accepted belief narrows the scope of future progress. 
It might well be asked, "If we adopt an attitude of uncom­
promising realism, are we to cast aside these delightful fan­
tasies given to us by the arts ?" But this is by no means so, for 
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beneath a delightful exterior, these creations possess that deep 
and spiritual truth which is fundamental to all human 
experience. 
What is advocated is a continuous analysis of fact, theories 
and beliefs, accompanied by a readiness to change for other 
schemes of thought when conventional interpretation becomes 
untenabk 
The which dry sermon suggests not a panacea for human 
woes, but a means of tidying up one corner of the house in 
which we live. 
J. A. FERGUSON 
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Vignette 
The air was cold with a hint of frost. A solemn stillness. 
A cloudless sky. In the distance the hills rose steeply-green, 
with just a hint of purple. Yet I stood in the main street of a 
busy suburb-waiting for a tram. 
For one brief moment I felt alone, completely isolated from 
the teeming crowds I was so soon to encounter in the city. 
And for as brief a moment I wished I WERE the only one 
in the world. Then I would have peace. Gone would be the 
petty bickering, the jealousy, the little stabs and jabs that hurt 
so much. No more trivial disagreements, no arguments that end 
with 'I hate you" and a slam of the door, leaving two people 
miserable and unhappy. 
Ah ! Life without the endless heart-breaks, the disappoint­
ments, the frustrations, the insincerities and the bowings and 
scrapings that make the daily round, the common task so un­
bearable to a sensitive soul. 
No more fighting against uncaring competition, ambitions 
that ride roughshod over him who has no "front." 
The only one in the world. No horrible uncertainty that 
one feels when making a new friend; that feeling of "can I trust 
him ? Will he let me down when I need him most ?" 
No more waking each morning with a feeling of dread; the 
dread, the fear of unemployment; the dread that comes to all 
of us at some time that we shall be left alone, friendless, home­
less, penniless. 
No longer would I open my morning paper to glaring head­
lines telling of famine, violence, sudden death. No longer would 
I live in the shadow of destruction. 
I would be lonely ... yes, I suppose I would be lonely, for the 
herd instinct is inherent in all of us. But against this loneli­
ness I would have cast off fear. I should not be caught up in 
that whirling morass we call humanity. I would be free, as 
no man in this world is free. No scoffers, no humiliations, no 
disappointments, no frustrations. Free. Free as the air; free as 
the bird on the wing. 
Flashing through my mind was the thought, was this world 
of beauty, of fresh air, azure skies, scented flowers, rain-soaked 
earth, made for the kind of humanity that we are. Has some­
thing gone wrong with our long and painful progress from the 
primal slime? Have we made a Frankenstein that threatens us 
with extinction? 
Alone. Free. Yes, I would be lonely in my one man world, 
but wouldn't I have the compensations ? Peace, perfect peace. 
Sublime serenity. Perhaps immortality-who knows. 
A heavy truck swept around the corner in a cloud of dust. 
A tram clanged and grated to a standstill. I dashed to board it. 
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Back to earth, the illusion shattered. Back to the city of men 
and meanness, of cheating, lying and all uncharitableness-the 
world of 1946. But I'd had my moment. Too many, maybe, don't 
have even that-most don't want it. A one-man world .. 




Beautiful are trees 
When rain with steady ease 
Is falling,­
Clouds of pensive grey 
Slowly passing on their way. 
Happy every leaf 
And twig, where underneath 
Are clinging 
Glistening drops of rain 
That fall and form again. 
C. J. NOMMENSEN 
Drought 
A dry hot wind lurched here and there 
And Nature, Man,-the trees, the air, 
And every living thing-implored 
That clouds might come with moisture stored. 
To-day were heard but plaintive notes 
From weary birds with long-parched throats; 
And languid were the trees whose leaves 
Long since, no thought of rain deceives. 
C. J. NOMMENSEN 
Love 
Nature knows no sadder sight 
When drooping flowers are passed their prime; 
It's hard that there must come a time 
When they will fear to face the light. 
The violet dies, and petals fall 
From off the rose with fa::-+est sigh; 
Scattered by the wind they lie 
Upon the ground awaiting all. 
But there will aways be regret 
For what we loved when it is gone: 
Yet melodies still linger on,­
And love, true love, will not forget. 
C. J. NOMMENSEN 
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Defence of Pessimism 
When I speak about a pessimist I do not use the word in its 
popular sense. I mean the man who has a stoical, courageous 
pessimism, deep in his soul. Let me tell you about some of these 
men-"pessimists" in the truest sense of the word. 
Omar Khayyam gives one aspect of his character; Matthew 
Arnold gives another. Some of the scientific philosophers to­
wards the end of the last century give yet another. Its main 
elements are a lack of hope for the immediate future; a lack 
of faith in those things in which most men place their faith; 
and above all, a stoical courage. 
Here is a short poem of Arnold's called "The Last Word"; 
one stanza runs: 
"Let the long contention cease ! 
Geese are swans, and swans are geese 
Let them have it how they will ! 
Thou art tired, best! be still." 
We see the pessimism ingrained deep in his soul. However, 
he ends with: 
"Change once more then and be dumb ! 
Let the victors when they come, 
When the forts of folly fall 
Find thy body by the wall! 
thus revealing that courage which makes him strive to the end 
although the odds are overwhelming ! 
Towards the end of the last century many scientists in Eng­
land set themselves the task of constructing a scientific view of 
the Universe. They taught that we ar€ mere ephemeral things 
whose only function is to live and die and pass on the little we 
have learnt or done. They taught that without the hope of 
future reward to encourage us, we must nevertheless strive up­
ward for the betterment of Man. Now, I do not now hold this 
belief myself, but I cannot help thinking that the standard of 
moral courage r€quired of its adherents is much higher than that 
required of the adherents of popular Christianity. For Christi­
anity teaches that we have the hope of an eternity of bliss 
to encourage us onwards; it teaches that if we do wrong we 
have merely to ask in penitence in order to be forgiven. 
These men taught that we are ephemeral and have only 
ultruism to urge us on. They taught that if we do wrong we 
must bear bear the load on our own conscience and that nothing 
but courage can uphold us. Which religion demands the 
greater courage and confers on us the greater honour ? That 
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of the optimists to teach that heaven lies waiting, or that of the 
pessimists? Nietzsche might well deride Christianity as a 
slave-morality and ridicule the incorrigibility of optimists. 
My contention, then, is that pessimism, as a religion, requires 
more courage, is more dignified and more in accordance with the 
Universe, than is optimism. You can be a pessimist and still 
be quite cheerful and hard-working. Pierre van Paassen in his 
book "Days of Our Years," depicts the perfect pessimist in the 
person of his uncle. This man had inscribed on his tomb a little 
rhyme which began with the reflection that he did not know why 
he existed or where he came from or where he was to go, but 
which ended: 
"Strange that I am so happy." 
Now let us apply this idea to the subject of social reforma­
tion. An optimistic young revolutionary who thinks that a 
Utopia is just round the corner, is a fool. A pessimistic revo­
lutionary who knows that men must struggle and die for thou­
sands of years before what he hopes for will come to pass; one 
who realises that, were he to struggle all his life, were he to be 
asked in his old age, "What have you done ?" he would have 
to reply, "Nothing that the eye can see"; only this man is brave. 
The distinction is the same as that which is drawn between two 
soldiers who face death and show bravery in battle-one be­
cause he is drunk, the other because he believes in his cause. 
So I would remind our ardent revolutionaries: 
"When you and I behind the veii are passed, 
Oh! but a long, long time the world shall last 
Which of our coming and departure heeds 
As the seas self should heed a pebble cast." 
If you think that you can push back the sea if only you try 
hard enough, then you are a fool; if you believe that even the 
sea can be filled with pebbles, then I will say that you are a 
brave man. 




The harsh Australian glare 
Smashes onto the street, onto the pavement where 
It makes men's spittle silver. I sit here 
Waiting for the lights to change. I hear 
The air-pump chug, striving to fill 
The unforgiving minute till 
The lights show green. 
Now! We sweep forward, steel wheels roar on steel track, 
And I can look about me-I in my green 
And faded uniform. My pores are black 
From grime aboard the troopship, and my skin 
Glows with a jaundice-coloured sheen. 
Around me skins are fresh and pink and clean, 
But there is in them something I dislike-
A tired hardness, as if the white 
Cruel glare had drained each face of hope 
And tolerance and humour. The eyes of the women 
Are hard and defiant-their lips are scarlet lines 
Scratched on their tired faces. 
And further down the car I hear a child crying. 
(On Labuan the children never cried. 
I see them now, playing in the dirt beside 
Their atap home; walking through the palm-groves; 
Guiding the mud-slimed oxen in the padi. 
Their skins so smooth, like wax; their hair so straight and dark; 
Brown eyes, that stared and smiled; white teeth. 
Remember when we came there, how their legs 
Were thin like rice-stalks, and they craved for food? 
We cleaned their inch-deep ulcers with raw spirit, 
And yet they never wept nor whimpered, 
Only smiled, and held their breath, and sighed.) 
And here I read of conference and strike; 
Peace is o'erwhelmed by brawling victors; and the seed 
We sowed in blood and pain, we reap in fear, 
Hate and suspicion, gluttony and hunger. 
Men have lost faith in government and hunger. 
Men have lost faith in government and creed. 
-But there in Labuan the skies are clear 
And blue above; white man and brown can live 
There side by side, content and trusting in 
A government and king they never see. 
Speech, customs, habits, creed and race 
Can not efface common humanity. 
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(Sunset, low tide. The sea is reaching out 
To far-off Singapore. Purple and golden shines 
The sky, and, too, the pools among the half 
Uncovered coral. Out on the reef I see 
Black figures of the natives, fishing in the pools, 
Basket on back. When I turn about, 
The westward-stretching, feathered palm-trees seem 
To glow a richly luminous, velvet green. 
Overhead the sky-limitless to infinity-
Conceives within itself one lonely star.) 
That child still crying, further down the car ! 
HAL GEHRMANN 
Loneliness 
The treble overtones of a violin note in an empty hall, 
The sough of winds around a high lookout combined, 
The ghostly whisperings of memories heart-enshrined, 
The flutter of the browning, folding leaves in early fall; 
All these I know well, ethereals only, 
These are my companions, for I 
am lonely. 
The babble of a thousand voices, tonal riches of the space, 
The teeming mental tenement of timeless life, 
The noisy strangeness, barren jostlings of a world astrife, 
The swollen discord, nervous storm, empty total of all grace: 
To all these have I listened ,unheeded; only 
These are my surroundings, and I 
am lonely. 
The brittle saturation of neurosis-loosened hope, 
Amalgamation of experience and theory, 
Thoughts so introverted, indigent and weary, 
Spiritual pearls tightly -tethered by the rope: 
So few things have I gathered, so few only; 
These are my possessions, and I 
am lonely. 
The brushing of a friendly coat, the rest of a hand, 
The lighted laugher of some eyes in sympathy, 
The chance to give; there are so many things for me 
To list in wistful dream, as simple as the common land. 
I need the warmth of these, and of these only. 
For these are my desires, and I 
am lonely. 
E. C. GILLIES 
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Lament for Persephone 
My child, give me my child, Persephone, 
For she is gone, and I have travelled far; 
I have grown weary seeking her upon 
The earth. What use? For she is down below, 
And reigns ·with Pluto over the dim shades. 
She loves the sunshine's warmth, and merry light, 
The green Sicilian fields, where scattered grow 
Bright-coloured flowers-loves the shady woods, 
And ancient trees, and prattling crystal streams. 
Yet now is she in Pluto's drear domain, 
Unhappy, longing for her former way 
Of life. You say he loves her. If 'tis so, 
Why does he keep her there when he can see 
That coldly sparkling gems are valueless 
To one who knows a petal's warm perfume ? 
She is your child; let her return to me. 
Let me but clasp her to my bosom, see 
Her face once more, and kiss her blooming cheek, 
Which now, alas, I fear is pale and cold, 
Washed by the overflow of grievous tears-
Like my cheeks while I sought in vain, while I 
Now beg you pity me in my distress. 
How can your heart withstand a mother's grief ? 
My child, my only child, Persephone. 
I bore her, nourished her, and tended her 
When she lay in my arms a helpless babe. 
I watched her grow with pride that she was mine, 
My own, my daughter, my Persephone, 
A maiden fair and good; and I loved her 
As no one but a mother with one child 
Can love-one child alone. And she is gone. 
I have searched many countries calling her, 
"Persephone, my child, Persephone." 
But she is Pluto's wife, and shares his throne, 
Against her will. Oh mighty Jupiter, 
All powerful, the ruler of the earth 
And heavens, supreme o'er all the gods­
How else shall I address you, that my words 
May stir you to compassion, move you to 
Command black Pluto of the nether world 
Return my daughter to my empty arms, 
My daughter, whom he holds, while sadly she 
Is longing for the sun-my only child ? 
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-E.J.H. 
The Sense of the Beautiful 
"In enforcing a truth we need severity rather than efflores­
cence of language. We must be simple, terse, precise. We must 
be cool, calm, unimpassioned. In a word, we must be in that 
mood which, as nearly as possible, is the exact converse of the 
poetical." 
Thus did Edgar Allan Poe state his theory of effective ex­
pression in "The poetic Principle." Yet in writing prose or in 
speaking, his "ear for music" leads him to persistently vicleite 
the canons of his own art of simplicity. Take this sentence of 
his, "An immortal instinct, deep within the spirit of man, is thus, 
plainly, a sense of the beautiful. This it is which administers to 
his delight in the manifold forms and sounds and odours and 
sentiments amid which he exists; and just as the lily is repeated 
in the lake, or the eyes of Amaryllis in the mirror, so is the mere 
oral or written repetition of these forms and sounds and colours 
and odours and sentiments a duplicate source of delight." 
It is clear that Poe is here delighting himself with the music 
of language fully as much as with the beauty of the idea he has 
attempted to express. 
Foe's public addresses were few and far between. Although 
living at a time when the platform was at the height of its 
power (1809-49) his inherently neurotic and unstable mentality 
and supersensitiveness kept him apart from the public gaze, 
except under the pressure of his necessities. 
Never in easy circumstances, owing to his periodic attacks of 
alcoholism, he gained a Bohemian living by hack-work for the 
magazines. Who will deny that occasionally his poetry is really 
inspired, and has he often been excelled as a writer of "thrillers", 
playing with equal mastery on the strings of mystery or of 
horror? 
His evaluation of the beautiful in speech is short and clear­
cut. "I would define the poetry of words as the rhythmical 
creation of beauty. Its sole arbiter is taste. With the intellect 
or with the conscience, it has only collateral relations; unless, 
incidentally, it has no concern whatever either with duty or with 
truth." 
Poe held the view that the most intense, the most elevating 
and the most pure pleasure derives essentially from contempla­
ation of the beautiful. 
His conception that sublime beauty was the province of the 
poem might not find general acceptance in our day, but his 
reason for this belief might well occupy the thoughts of some 
modern poets. 
"In the contemplation of beauty we alone find it possible 
to attain that pleasurable elevation, or excitement, of the soul 
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which we recognise as the poetic sentiment, and which is so 
easily distinguished from truth, which is the satisfaction of the 
reason, or from passion, which is the excitement of the heart." 
Poe admits that the poetic sentiment may develop itself in 
various modes-in painting, in sculpture, in architecture, in the 
dance, and particularly in music, and even in the landscape 
garden. He also admits that the incitements of passion, or the 
precepts of duty, or even the unemotional lessons of truth, are 
not outside the confines of the poem, and may legitimately be 
introduced into a poem, and with advantage. 
But he maintains that the true artist will always strive to 
tone these subservient modes down to proper subjection to that 




A gently falling leaf came down 
Soft green and brown, 
And swaying, nearer fell, then kissed 
Your maiden hair, 
But might not dare 
To linger there, 
So slipped away and almost missed 
That moment's bliss-
That tender, lightest, briefest kiss. 
C. J. NOMMENSEN 
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"Chinchilla" 
The young woman was gazing wistfully at the Chinchillas 
in the furrier's window. The young man was gazing wistfully 
at the young woman. He seemed to recollect something, and 
with apparent nonchalance, sauntered over and stood beside her. 
She turned, and as quickly swung away again. He spoke, pur­
suing what seemed to be a dangerous course. 
"Like it?" 
She turned defiantly. "And if I do?" 
"I said-do you like it ?" 
Yes." 
Turning abrupty, he entered the shop, reappearing in a few 
minutes with a cardboard box under his arm, and extended it to 
her. "Here you are." 
"Well ! A real, live sugar-daddy ! And what a line ! Santa 
Claus and Lothario in one." 
Still unshaken, he ventured further. "You can have it, 
anyway. Keep you warm in front of the mirror." 
"That's good of you. Well, I never look a gift horse in the 
mouth, even if he has a crockery set." 
He r egarded her seriously. "If you come to my apartment, 
I'll fix you a drink. It's cosy and very comfortable." 
She considered. "H'm." Her deep blue eyes glanced specu­
latively beneath long lashes. "Perhaps ... I'll chance it." 
"Just round the corner. Not far to go." 
They star ted to walk. As they entered, the hall porter 
raised his cap. "Good evening, sir." 
"Good evening, George. By the way, I'm officially out, you 
understand ?" 
Yes, sir." 
The couple proceeded, undisturbed, to the second floor. A 
key turned in the lock, and a light was switched on. They went 
in, and the woman sat down on the divan with a sigh. The man 
spoke. "I'll get you that drink." 
"Don't bother." 
"Still angry ? Open the box, and look at the wrap. It's not 
bad-suit you." 
She sat still. He looked at her for a long moment, and then 
began slowly pacing the carpet. A few minutes passed in 
silence. The woman broke it. "Why did you ask me to come 
here?" 
He stopped pacing, and turned to face her. Grasping her 
by the shoulders, he said quietly, "You should know." 
"What if I don't agree ?" 
"Then I'll know that I chose wrongly." 
"Oh!" She turned, picked up the fur-box and opened it, 
regarded the fur for a moment, then suddenly ran to him and 
flung her arms around his neck. "You loveable idiot," she cried, 
"why did I ever marry you?" E. C. GILLIES. 
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Nocturne 
The night is cold and dark; cold, cold and dark. 
The wind blows chill from off the tossing sea, 
and passing onwards through the dismal air 
bows down to earth the unresisting grass, 
which thus does forced homage as it feels 
the power of an unseen majesty 
pass over it. 
Go on, go on and up into the night ! 
Go up past where the trees with furious strife 
will try to halt thine upward flowing tide. 
Up, up ! Ascend to heaven, mighty wind ! 
Naught can be seen above but dreary clouds, 
oppressive with a nameless heaviness, 
cheerless and grey. 
But now they part. The moon shows palely through. 
Away, you clouds-away to other lands! 
Depart from hence, and let the moon shine down; 
let the glory of the radiant moon shine down; 
while we, who stand below, look up and smile, 
for darkness and despair have gone, and we 




the black rocks sheer their proud heads, 
and clamour from the oily depths; 
Treacherous-
hesitant paths crawl their way 
along a sneering brow; 
Strong-
it fights the onrush of the sea, 
stands rear-guard to the land; 
Silent-
it broods and awaits alone, 
and sheds the rain as tears; 
Silent-
it weeps for what is not, 
and groans for what may be. 
R. P. SHEARD 
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Sonnet 
I saw a village from the hump-backed hill, 
Sleeping snugly in the winter light, 
No sound was there to break the heavenly still, 
No movement save the wheeling of a kite. 
And then appeared along the roughened road 
A flock of sheep that straggled slowly by, 
Covering all the clouds of dust that showed 
A dullish red against a dying sky. 
The sun went forth to meet the sky twilight 
A-stealing softly in upon the day, 
And wove a pattern with her tresses bright, 
That mingled golden with the sombre grey. 
The magic night at last on velvet wing 
Settled bat-like upon each earthly thing. 
JEAN RENNIE 
My Soul -In Gratitude 
These things are ours-a heritage: 
Warm, crackling fires and apples sweet­
And bare-kneed children thin and brown. 
Laughter and music, tears and pain. 
Rich soil, full crops, fresh, foaming milk, 
Warm, crackling fires and apples sweet­
These things are ours, to compensate 
For troubled mind, for stress and strain, 
Our foolish, rushing, modern life 
So pause we all to feel, enjoy 
Such things as these which give us peace, 
A kiss, a smile, a loving face, 
A baby's laugh_, the bark of dogs, 
Cocks crowing in an early morn. 
Stars shining clear on frosty nights, 
A distant noise, and twinkling lights­
For these things all, for strength renewed, 
I feel my soul-in gratitude. 
ELSPETH McKENZIE 
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